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The American Flag
2003

discusses the symbolism of the flag of the united states and looks at how it
has changed throughout the history of the country

What is the Story of Our Flag?
2009

what do you know about our country s flag it has always had stars and stripes
but the american flag has changed a lot over the years read this book to learn
more about this important symbol of the united states book jacket

The American Flag
2014-11-14

simple text and photographs introduce the american flag

The Flag We Love
1996

history of the american flag

Red, White, and Blue
1998

describes how the american flag came into being how it has changed over the
years and its importance as the symbol of our country

The American Flag
2014

from its humble beginnings of thirteen stars and thirteen stripes old glory has
grown right along with the country it represents rookie read about american
symbols series gives the youngest reader ages 3 6 an introduction to history
and significance of america s symbols each book includes chapters that help
readers identify key details while the photographs timelines and other text
features encourage students to make connections between historical events

A flag for all
2002

while researching the american flag for a class project the corner kids ask
townspeople what the flag means to them and find that each person has a
different answer

What is the Story of Our Flag?.
2010

ideal for today s young investigative reader each a true book includes lively
sidebars a glossary and index plus a comprehensive to find out more section
listing books organizations and internet sites a staple of library collections
since the 1950s the new a true book series is the definitive nonfiction series
for elementary school readers a true book american history how do you wrap a
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450 000 pound gift what is the world s oldest and shortest written consitution
find out in this patriotic celebration of things uniquely american

The American Flag
2007-09

shows what various flags of the united states have meant and what the stars and
stripes means to us today

The American Flag
2003-01-01

describes the history of the american flag from its original design by betsy
ross at the request of george washington discussing how it has changed over the
years and how it came to be a symbol of the united states

The American Flag
2008-03-01

introduces the pledge of allegiance as an american symbol in easy to read text

The Pledge of Allegiance
2003-09

a brief biography of betsy ross describes how according to some accounts she
helped design and then sew the first american flag

Easy Reader Biographies: Betsy Ross
2007-04

alvin townley a critically acclaimed author of adult nonfiction delivers a
searing ya debut about american pows during the vietnam war naval aviator
jeremiah denton was shot down and captured in north vietnam in 1965 as a pow
jerry denton led a group of fellow american prisoners in withstanding gruesome
conditions behind enemy lines they developed a system of secret codes and
covert communications to keep up their spirits later he would endure torture
and long periods of solitary confinement always jerry told his fellow pows that
they would one day return home together although jerry spent seven and a half
years as a pow he did finally return home in 1973 after the longest and
harshest deployment in us history denton s story is an extraordinary narrative
of human resilience and endurance townley grapples with themes of perseverance
leadership and duty while also deftly portraying the deeply complicated
realities of the vietnam war in this gripping narrative project for ya readers

Captured: An American Prisoner of War in North
Vietnam (Scholastic Focus)
2019-03-26

an introduction to the life of the philadelphia seamstress credited with sewing
the first american flag

Betsy Ross
1999

explores the history and importance of the american flag
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American Flag
2008-08-01

emergent readers will discover the history and heritage of american symbos such
as the u s flag and the bald eagle in this patriotic series the text introduces
american symbols and explains why they represent america

The Pledge of Allegiance
2003

tells the story of the colonial seamstress who according to legend stitched the
first american flag after a design by george washington

Betsy Ross
2012

ideal for today s young investigative reader each a true book includes lively
sidebars a glossary and index plus a comprehensive to find out more section
listing books organizations and internet sites a staple of library collections
since the 1950s the new a true book series is the definitive nonfiction series
for elementary school readers

The American Flag
1998

three cheers for the red white and blue from the american flag to the bald
eagle the history and heritage of our great national symbols come to life in
this patriotic new series

The White House
2021-02

provides facts figures and statistics on a variety of topics covering popular
culture technology sports and more

Scholastic Almanac 2011
2010-09

with a fresh new look and completely updated information about anything and
everything this essential reference is perfect for all students and trivia
buffs topics include computers and technology history animals pop culture
weights and measures food weather calendars and holidays sports money science
geography and much much more whether you need facts for a school assignment
want to keep boredom away on a rainy day or just want to wow your friends the
scholastic almanac for kids 2009 edition is the book you ll reach for again and
again

Scholastic 2010 Almanac for Kids
2009

a thrilling account of the most daring world war ii rescue mission liberating
hundreds of american prisoners of war scholastic focus is the premier home of
thoroughly researched beautifully written and thoughtfully designed works of
narrative nonfiction aimed at middle grade and young adult readers these books
help readers learn about the world in which they live and develop their
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critical thinking skills so that they may become dynamic citizens who are able
to analyze and understand our past participate in essential discussions about
our present and work to grow and build our future following the bombing of
pearl harbor america entered world war ii and a new theater of battle opened up
in the pacific but us troops along with thousands of filipino soldiers who
fought alongside them were overtaken in the philippines by a fiercely
determined japanese navy and many americans and filipino fighters were killed
or captured these american and filipino prisoners of war were forced to endure
the most horrific conditions on the deadly trek known as the bataan death march
then the american servicemen who were held captive by the japanese military in
cabanatuan camp and others in the philippines faced beatings starvation and
tropical diseases and lived constantly under the threat of death unable to
forget their comrades fate and concerned that these pows would be brutally
murdered as the tides of war shifted in the pacific the us army rangers
undertook one of the most daring and dangerous rescue missions of all time
aided by the angels of the underground the sixth ranger battalion and
courageous filipino guerrilla soldiers set out on an uncertain and treacherous
assignment often called the great raid this remarkable story remains largely
forgotten sibert honor author deborah hopkinson presents an extraordinary and
unflinching look at the heroic servicemen and women who courageously weathered
the worst of circumstances and conditions in service to their country as well
as those who answered the call to save their fellow soldiers

Race Against Death: The Greatest POW Rescue of World
War II (Scholastic Focus)
2023-04-18

examines the history usage and etiquette of the american flag

Surinam in Pictures
1989-12-01

help kids meet the social studies standards with ten captivating read aloud
plays about the white house the liberty bell the pledge martin luther king day
and more each play tells the story of an american symbol holiday or person in a
unique and compelling way what would the presidents on mount rushmore say if
they came to life did betsy ross really make the first flag includes background
information extension activities and multiple choice quizzes for use with
grades 4 8

Our Flag
2011

the horrible geography flags of the world sticker book crammed full with
horrible facts and stats about the world around us stickers of flags of the
world

Read-Aloud Plays
2003-04-01

a true crime thriller the first book for teens to tell the nearly unknown tale
of the brazen attempt to steal abraham lincoln s body reissued in scholastic
focus with an exciting new cover the action begins in october of 1875 as secret
service agents raid the fulton illinois workshop of master counterfeiter ben
boyd soon after boyd is hauled off to prison members of his counterfeiting ring
gather in the back room of a smoky chicago saloon to discuss how to spring
their ringleader their plan grab lincoln s body from its springfield tomb stash
it in the sand dunes near lake michigan and demand as a ransom the release of
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ben boyd and 200 000 in cash from here the action alternates between the
conspirators the secret service agents on their trail and the undercover agent
moving back and forth between them along the way readers get glimpses into the
inner workings of counterfeiting grave robbing detective work and the early
days of the secret service the plot moves toward a wild climax as robbers and
lawmen converge at lincoln s tomb on election night november 7 1876 a dynamic
and thrilling tale from critically acclaimed author steve sheinkin

Environment, Intelligence, and Scholastic Achievement
1972

shares the story of how philadelphian wife mother businesswoman and patriot
betsy ross sewed the first american flag

Fantastic Flags Sticker Book
2012-05-31

sibert honor author deborah hopkinson brings her signature research and action
packed narrative style to one of the most crucial battles of wwii scholastic
focus is the premier home of thoroughly researched beautifully written and
thoughtfully designed works of narrative nonfiction aimed at middle grade and
young adult readers these books help readers learn about the world in which
they live and develop their critical thinking skills so that they may become
dynamic citizens who are able to analyze and understand our past participate in
essential discussions about our present and work to grow and build our future
the wwii invasion known as d day was the largest military endeavor in history
by june 6 1944 hitler and his allies had a strong grip on the european
continent where nazi germany was engaged in the mass extermination of the
jewish people the goal of d day was the total defeat of hitler s regime and the
defense of free democracies everywhere knowing they had to breach the french
coast the us great britain and canada planned for the impossible d day was an
invasion not for conquest but liberation and required years to plan and total
secrecy to keep the advantage of surprise once deployed operation overlord
involved soldiers sailors paratroopers and specialists acclaimed author deborah
hopkinson weaves together the contributions of not only d day s famous players
but african americans women journalists and service members in a masterful
tapestry of official documents personal narratives and archival photos to bring
this decisive battle to vivid thrilling life

Lincoln's Grave Robbers (Scholastic Focus)
2013-01-01

henry louis gates jr presents a journey through america s past and our nation s
attempts at renewal in this look at the civil war s conclusion reconstruction
and the rise of jim crow segregation this is a story about america during and
after reconstruction one of history s most pivotal and misunderstood chapters
in a stirring account of emancipation the struggle for citizenship and national
reunion and the advent of racial segregation the renowned harvard scholar
delivers a book that is illuminating and timely real life accounts drive the
narrative spanning the half century between the civil war and birth of a nation
here you will come face to face with the people and events of reconstruction s
noble democratic experiment its tragic undermining and the drawing of a new
color line in the long jim crow era that followed in introducing young readers
to them and to the resiliency of the african american people at times of
progress and betrayal professor gates shares a history that remains vitally
relevant today
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Betsy Ross
2002-09-01

sibert honor author deborah hopkinson illuminates the true stories of jewish
children who fled nazi germany risking everything to escape to safety on the
kindertransport an ncte orbis pictus recommended book and a sydney taylor book
award notable title scholastic focus is the premier home of thoroughly
researched beautifully written and thoughtfully designed works of narrative
nonfiction aimed at middle grade and young adult readers these books help
readers learn about the world in which they live and develop their critical
thinking skills so that they may become dynamic citizens who are able to
analyze and understand our past participate in essential discussions about our
present and work to grow and build our future ruth david was growing up in a
small village in germany when adolf hitler rose to power in the 1930s under the
nazi party jewish families like ruth s experienced rising anti semitic
restrictions and attacks just going to school became dangerous by november 1938
anti semitism erupted into kristallnacht the night of broken glass and
unleashed a wave of violence and forced arrests days later desperate volunteers
sprang into action to organize the kindertransport a rescue effort to bring
jewish children to england young people like ruth david had to say good bye to
their families unsure if they d ever be reunited miles from home the
kindertransport refugees entered unrecognizable lives where food clothes and
for many of them language and religion were startlingly new meanwhile the onset
of war and the holocaust visited unimaginable horrors on loved ones left behind
somehow these rescued children had to learn to look forward to hope through the
moving and often heart wrenching personal accounts of kindertransport survivors
critically acclaimed and award winning author deborah hopkinson paints the
timely and devastating story of how the rise of hitler and the nazis tore apart
the lives of so many families and what they were forced to give up in order to
save these children

D-Day: The World War II Invasion that Changed History
(Scholastic Focus)
2018-08-28

simple text and photographs explore the colors of the american flag and present
other american things that are red white or blue

Dark Sky Rising: Reconstruction and the Dawn of Jim
Crow (Scholastic Focus)
2019-01-29

a sheltered girl a wild horse an unforgettable journey this riveting story from
newbery honoree and new york times bestseller pam muñoz ryan is perfect for
fans of marguerite henry sara pennypacker and rosanne parry maya lives like a
captive at grandmother s house in california everything is forbidden friends
fun even memories and her life is built on lies lies grandmother tells about
her dead mother and lies maya tells to impress or manipulate but then she moves
to the vast wyoming wilderness where her mother s family awaits kind rugged
people who have no tolerance for lies they challenge maya to confront the truth
about who she is and a mysterious mustang called artemisia waits too she holds
the key to maya s freedom but to find it maya will have to risk everything
including her life

We Had to Be Brave: Escaping the Nazis on the
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Kindertransport (Scholastic Focus)
2020-02-04

introduces the history of the american flag national anthem and pledge of
allegiance as well as flag tying etiquette

Red, White and Blue
1998

in september of 1814 the united states was a relatively young country engaged
in a war with the most powerful nation of the time great britain a british
fleet launched a devastating overnight bombardment of the american fort that
defended baltimore harbor as the sun rose the next morning a young lawyer named
francis scott key who had observed the battle saw that the american flag was
still flying inspired he wrote a poem that would later be set to music as the
star spangled banner our national anthem today the star spangled banner is
often performed before sporting events and other public functions the national
anthem is an important patriotic symbol because it reminds us about a critical
moment in american history and how our flag which represents american democracy
and values has continued to fly proudly despite all attacks and outside
pressures

Paint the Wind (Scholastic Gold)
2012-11-01

by whatever name it is called the stars and stripes old glory the star spangled
banner the american flag is the ultimate symbol of american freedom but why
stars why stripes what is the significance of the elements of the flag the
american flag went through several incarnations before the design we recognize
today was established from a banner based on a british flag and a colonial
rattlesnake flag that read don t tread on me to the enormous 15 star flag that
flew over fort mchenry in 1814 inspiring francis scott key to write the
national anthem this symbol of america has inspired music and joy in the hearts
of people around the world it is a beacon to those who long for liberty as well
as a representation of the unity of our great nation

The American Flag
1893

Our Flag
2002

The Star-Spangled Banner
2014-11-17

American Flag
2014-11-17
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